
                         

A Review of the Proposed PHIUS Standard 

Passive House Academy has been working in the field of Passive House for over a decade, operating 

globally in such varied climates as US, China, Australia, New Zealand and Europe. It is the leading 

international Passive House building certifier in the US and is currently working on over 60 Passive 

House projects across the country. Our experience is founded on commercial, single-family, multi-

family and institutional project types, including the tallest Passive House building on the planet. 

Based on our expertise we recently completed an extensive review of thermal bridges for the US 

Army Corp of Engineers in collaboration with the Building Science Corporation.  The Academy is also 

a leading educator in Passive House for both designers and contractors, establishing the first 

Certified Passive House Tradesperson training facilities in the US, Ireland, UK and Australia.  

So, we read the PHIUS proposal to create a new building efficiency standard out of its experiences 

with the Passive House Standard with great interest. Here are some initial thoughts on it. 

 

Proposed Standard Based on Single Family Detached Dwellings 

The PHIUS strategy is based on modelling using a sample single family dwelling but does not take 

into consideration larger multi-family projects or commercial / non-domestic Passive House project 

types. What is to be the threshold for these larger projects – another set of space conditioning 

targets unrelated to the Passive House standard? Also, what about retrofitted Passive House 

buildings, currently defined by the Passive House Institute as EnerPHit – which, unlike what PHIUS is 

proposing, comprises clear thresholds and performance criteria.    

Either the report needs to include specific consideration of non-single family detached homes or it 

should be called out as what it most closely resembles, a “PHIUS Single Family Detached Home 

Standard”. 

 

“Climate Specific Standards” Are Incomplete 

PHIUS purports to advance a method for delivering a climate-specific standard for Passive House. 

While at first glance this seems an attractive proposition, PHIUS’ report leads us to the conclusion 

that such an approach will be found unworkable as a building efficiency standard. PHIUS produced a 

table with specific heating and cooling demand and load targets for 15 different climate zones (Table 

8, Page 24 of this document). The table presents no less than 60 different “space conditioning 

targets” depending on location. Underneath the table the report stresses that the technical 

committee “doesn’t think a tabular approach like this is granular enough for program use”. So, 60 

different targets would not be enough, in the opinion of PHIUS. And why stop with just “climates”?  

Why not address “micro-climates”? Different sites located very close-by to one another can often 

dramatically differ from one another in terms of global solar irradiation, wind exposure, shading by 
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adjacent buildings or natural features and so forth (all modelled in PHPP). Indeed, one could have 

multiple projects within just a few miles of each other which would need to have vastly different 

space conditioning targets in order to be truly ‘climate specific’. This is not workable. There is a 

better way:  the existing Passive House Standard.  It is globally validated and effective, with proven 

climate specific solutions.  

 

Comfort Considerations are Lacking 

The PHIUS approach takes into account just one of the comfort criteria that Passive House Institute 

uses to define Passive House, namely the interior surface temperature of glazing. This presents a 

rather narrow perspective on the broad levels of comfort parameters on which Passive House is 

proven the world over, including fluctuations of the operative temperature, risk of drafts, radiant 

temperature-asymmetry, overheating, mechanical ventilation noise levels and more. Thermal 

comfort is a core provison of Passive House and no adjustment of the current standard is credible 

without validation that comfort levels will not be compromised. 

 

 

Re-Tooling Passive House Methodology 

PHIUS is also proposing several substantial changes to the Passive House Institute’s definition of the 

Passive House standard, including the following: 

 Relaxing of the airtightness requirement (reported on elsewhere here). We find this particularly 

puzzling given that airtightness standards the world over are getting tighter and tighter. So why 

is PHIUS swimming in the opposite direction? The very first Certified Passive House built in 1991 

achieved an ACH50 of 0.22. A recent retrofit project in Brooklyn by Julie Torres Moskovitz 

achieved an ACH50 of 0.37. Armed with the right attitude, good detailing and reliable materials, 

the Passive House standard of airtightness is not difficult. It is a retrograde step, in our view, to 

loosen this approach to high performance enclosures.    

 Sensible efficiencies of heat recovery ventilators – the only penalty that the Passive House 

Institute requires when using non-certified products is in relation to HRVs (currently set at a 

default 12% reduction in the manufacturer’s stated efficiency levels). This is done to ensure that 

comfort levels in Passive House buildings, in part determined by the temperature of fresh air 

delivered to living spaces, are not compromised. It includes testing, for instance, the unbroken 

airtightness and insulation of the ventilation unit which affects efficiency and resulting 

performance. PHIUS is proposing to remove this 12% penalty as long as “third party ratings” are 

provided. This is a significant departure from the tried and tested standard used for the past 2 

decades.  One that we see as potentially very detrimental to the predicted performance of the 

buildings. 

 Increase in floor area denominator – the Passive House Institute has defined the basis for 

determining the ‘treated floor area’ of Passive House buildings. There are some rules to follow in 
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determining this floor area (elaborated upon by Martin Holladay here) which are consistent for 

every project and, so, are easy to follow. PHIUS proposes to significantly relax the rules on what 

is included in the calculation of floor area. In our experience, the difference between what is 

currently used and what PHIUS is proposing is in the order of 11% for single family dwellings. 

Let’s take a domestic project with a space heating demand of say 4,750 KBtu/year. If the floor 

area is measured to be 1,000 square feet according to the Passive House norms, then the 

“specific” (area related) space heating demand is 4.75 kBtu/ft2.year (4,750 / 1,000 = 4.75) and is 

therefore a certifiable Passive House. Using the PHIUS relaxed methodology on the other hand, 

the floor area would ‘increase’ to approximately 1,110ft2 (11% higher) and the specific space 

heating demand would magically decrease to 4.28 kBtu/ft2.year (4,750 / 1,110 = 4.28). The 

PHIUS approach thus makes it easier to reach the Passive House standard. This step alone would 

mean that in future any PHIUS projects could not be compared to Passive House projects around 

the world – neither the methodological rigor nor parameters would be the same.   

 

Economic Modeling 

The report also sets out to propose a new PHIUS standard that claims to be “cost-competitive” – 

offering to make economic adjustments to the standard every three years.  This approach seems on 

its face to be quite unworkable and unjustifiable given the vagaries of the construction marketplace 

and the multitude of cost drivers in any given project.   

There is a better way. The Passive House Planning Package (PHPP), developed by the Passive House 

Institute, has become significantly more sophisticated over the years. Version 9 of PHPP, to be 

launched in 2015, has a very detailed calculator built-in which will enable the designer to determine 

the economic efficiency of the new-build or retrofit strategies being considered at the time of 

design. In fact, the Passive House Academy and others are currently beta-testing this tool as part of 

the EuroPHit project. The benchmark economic indicator to be used in PHPP will be the price to save 

one kWh of energy (the same indicator used by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

(IPCC)). This tool is very much based on local conditions, including materials and labor costs, life of 

the loan and life of the individual products, interest rates, inflation rate, annual maintenance costs 

and, crucially, energy costs. The economic efficiency of the Passive House standard can thus be 

accurately and quantitatively determined as an integral part of the project specific design process 

that is up to date. Economic efficiency is thus a bedrock of Passive House projects around the world.       

 

Passive House Standard is Accelerating Forward  

What is most striking about the PHIUS proposal is that is clearly not in sync with the Passive House 

standard which is now rapidly evolving as it moves from niche to mainstream across the world. The 

PHIUS report is effectively lagging behind recent Passive House developments. 
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The Passive House Institute is introducing four new standards for different classes of Passive House 

buildings as well as a new source energy calculation that accounts for renewable power production 

and its storage – giving a more flexible and reliable indication of climate impacts.  The new 

certifications include Passive House Plus and Passive House Premium that provide minimum 

renewable energy generation requirements on top of familiar Passive House performance metrics. 

Included also is a new standard called ‘Energy Saving‘ (note – it is very deliberately not called 

‘Passive House‘) which has a relaxed threshold for space heating demand of 9.50 Kbtu/ft2*year.  

 

Conclusion 

In the end, whatever PHIUS define as their approach to energy efficiency, it shouldn’t be called 

“Passive House” – as they appear to be creating something new and substantially different. There 

can only be one Passive House standard, and the Passive House Institute who have been stewarding 

the standard for almost two decades are best placed to advance, tweak and improve it in the years 

ahead.    
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